Harvard Style

This guide provides a basic format to the Harvard citation style.

**Book**

Author Year. *Title*, Place Published, Publisher.


**Book Section**

Author Year. Title. In: Editor (ed.). *Book Title*. Edition ed. Place Published: Publisher.


**Conference Proceedings**

Author. Year Published. Title. In: Editor, ed.^eds. Conference Name, Date Year of Conference Conference Location. Place Published: Publisher, Pages.


Electronic Article

Author. Year. Title. *Periodical Title* [Online], Volume. ’Available:’ URL [’Accessed’ Date Accessed].


Journal Article

Author Year. Title. *Journal*, Volume, Pages.


Map

Cartographer. Year. Title, Scale. Place Published: Publisher.


Newspaper Article


Patent


**Thesis**

Author. Year. *Title*. Degree Thesis Type, University.


**Web Page**

Author. Year. *Title [Online]*. Place Published: Publisher. `Available:` URL [`Accessed` Access Date Access Year].
